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http://www.monumentavenuecommission.org/
https://www.splcenter.org/20180604/whose-heritage-public-symbols-confederacy
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https://www.texasmonthly.com/the-daily-post/jefferson-davis-back-ut/)
https://www.texasmonthly.com/the-daily-post/jefferson-davis-back-ut/)
http://www.foxnews.com/us/2018/06/19/which-confederate-statues-were-removed-running-list.html
http://www.foxnews.com/us/2018/06/19/which-confederate-statues-were-removed-running-list.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Removal_of_Confederate_monuments_and_memorials
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https://onmonumentave.com/
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http://lis.virginia.gov/cgi-bin/legp604.exe?981+ful+CHAP0752
http://lis.virginia.gov/cgi-bin/legp604.exe?051+ful+CHAP0390
http://lis.virginia.gov/cgi-bin/legp604.exe?101+ful+CHAP0860
http://www.hathitrust.org/
https://babel.hathitrust.org/cgi/pt?id=njp.32101073363473;view=1up;seq=68
https://hdl.handle.net/2027/njp.32101073363473
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Report of Governor McAuliffe’s Monuments Work Group (2016)  

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT   

REGARDING CONFEDERATE MONUMENTS  

  

Introduction  

Across the Commonwealth and globe, monuments are the focal points of localities and 

powerful sources of cultural identity. The events, ideals, and people we choose to memorialize 

are a reflection of our history and values. At their best, monuments educate viewers about the 

past and inspire a sense of shared purpose and history; at their worst, they can spread 

inaccurate information, appeal to our basest nature, and divide us.  

Because of their physical and philosophical significance, monuments can be a source of 

considerable controversy. In some cases, information has been uncovered or reinterpreted in 

the collective consciousness, changing the connotations and perceptions surrounding a 

monument. With the passage of time, we often come to realize that memorials tell only part of 

a story, use language that has shifted, or are biased in their presentation.  

Nowhere in the United States is a frank and constructive dialogue more necessary or 

fraught with potential controversy than here in Virginia, home to two Confederate capitals and 

136 monuments to the Confederate States of America (CSA).
1
 Because of our rich history and 

the prevalence of Confederate iconography, Virginia is uniquely positioned to host robust 

locallevel conversations regarding the appropriate treatment of memorials relating to the Civil 

War or other contentious conflicts. If carried out effectively, the Commonwealth’s approach 

will serve as a model and inspiration for other states.  

During the 2016 General Assembly session, Governor McAuliffe vetoed HB 587, 

which would have overridden the authority of city governments to remove or alter war 

memorials erected before 1998. The bill was intended to address a 2015 decision by Virginia’s 

22
nd

 Judicial Circuit regarding a local ordinance, adopted by Danville’s City Council, to 

restrict the types of flags flown on municipal property. The resultant removal of the Third 

National flag of the Confederacy from Sutherlin Mansion, the last capitol of the CSA, spurred 

legal action by the Heritage Preservation Association and other local groups. Judge James 

Reynolds found that an amendment extending state-level legal protections to war monuments 

in all localities (rather than just counties, as was previously the case) did not apply 

                                                           
1
 See Appendix A, Presentation Prepared by the Virginia Department of Historic Resources.  
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retroactively. This decision, which was not taken up by the Virginia Supreme Court, left open a 

legal avenue through which the  

Commonwealth’s cities could remove or alter war memorials erected prior to the 1998 

amendment. Since Virginia’s most recent Confederate monument was erected in 1995, this 

finding affects all existing Confederate monuments in Virginia cities.  

Governor McAuliffe is committed to preserving both Virginia’s historic resources and 

the local autonomy necessary for the legitimate discussions currently occurring throughout the  

Commonwealth. Recognizing her experience as a former Mayor and her leadership in 

Virginia’s historic preservation efforts, the governor directed Virginia Secretary of Natural 

Resources Molly Ward to convene a diverse work group to consider the issues that arose in the 

debate over HB 587. The group was asked to pull together resources and best practices to help 

willing localities foster a constructive dialogue about their monuments. This report is the 

product of that effort.  

Work Group Membership and Schedule  

  Work group members were selected to represent as wide a range of views and 

stakeholders as possible. Their first meeting was held on August 24
th

. After initial 

presentations by representatives from the Virginia Office of the Attorney General and the 

Virginia Department of Historic Resources, both of which are attached hereto, two smaller 

breakout groups were formed to consider specific sub-topics in greater detail. The composition 

of those groups is shown in the table below.  

Civic Engagement:  

• Clyde Haulman, former Mayor of the City 
of Williamsburg  

• Catherine Hudgins, member of the Fairfax 
County Board of Supervisors  

• Carmen Taylor, past President of the  

Virginia State Conference of the  

NAACP  

• Retired Rear Admiral Craig Quigley, 
Executive Director of the Hampton  
Roads Military and Federal Facilities 
Alliance   

• Delegate Charles Poindexter, Virginia 
House of Delegates  

  

Staff:  

• Bob Brink, Senior Legislative Advisor  

• Erik Johnston, Deputy Policy Director  

  

Qualifications and Options:  

• Kathleen Kilpatrick, retired 

Executive  

Director of the Capitol Square  

Preservation Council   

• Christy Coleman, CEO of the 
American Civil War Museum   

• Dr. Edward Ayers, President 
Emeritus of the University of Richmond  

• Dr. Oliver Hill, Professor of  

Experimental Psychology at Virginia State 
University  

• Delegate Matthew James, Virginia 
House of Delegates  

 Staff:  

• Julie Langan, Director of the 
Virginia Department of Historic Resources  

• Angela Navarro, Deputy Secretary 

of Natural Resources  
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  The Civic Engagement breakout group met again on October 5
th

 to further develop 

recommendations regarding an effective structure and strategy for public conversations about 

war memorials. The Qualifications and Options breakout group met on October 19
th 

to consider 

what types of monuments localities might want to address and appropriate supplementary 

materials that might assist them. The work group met again in full on November 14
th

 to offer 

their final recommendations.  

Civic Engagement   

  The Civic Engagement breakout group did not agree on whether localities should have 

the authority to alter or remove monuments, but did unanimously back inclusive community 

discussion as an important piece of any related decision-making process. All participants 

agreed that it was of the utmost importance that the public be able to share their concerns and 

hear the opinions of their neighbors in a constructive and civil conversation. The 

recommendations below are designed to assist localities as they develop their public input 

processes, meeting schedules, and approaches.   

Recommendation 1: Start from the same page; include an educational component.  

Finding consensus is easier after starting from a common jumping-off point. Local 

stakeholder processes should begin with an educational component to ensure a shared 

understanding of relevant history and the conversation’s overarching objective. Instead of a 

passive presentation, participants should be encouraged to actively engage and interact with 

their peers. An initial focus on facts will help develop the effective lines of communication 

necessary to constructively and respectfully discuss more contentious and emotionally charged 

topics further into the process.  

A number of universities throughout the Commonwealth have an abundance of 

experience and resources that may assist in providing the necessary educational information. 

The history departments of these universities can present information through the lens of a 

neutral and respected resource. In addition, the Virginia Department of Historic Resources may 

be consulted to provide historical and contextual information regarding the monument under 

discussion.  

Recommendation 2: Ensure that all stakeholder groups are represented.  

First and foremost, consensus building requires an inclusive dialogue. There is no one 

correct list of stakeholders, but there are models for ensuring the process reaches out to all 

relevant stakeholder groups. Particular effort should be made to bring in voices previously 

excluded from community decision-making, including racial minorities, women, and young 

people. Key individuals and groups should be contacted directly before broader outreach 
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through public meetings. Having all interested people at the table is crucial for developing 

solutions that work for the community on the whole.  

Intellectual diversity is just as important as demographics when getting input from 

stakeholders. The Veterans of Foreign Wars, the American Legion, Vietnam Veterans of 

America, and countless other organizations exist to support and represent our nation’s veterans. 

Heritage organizations like the United Daughters of the Confederacy were instrumental in the 

erection of many of the contentious monuments and continue to exert considerable influence 

within communities. As the premier advocate for African Americans, the NAACP brings a 

wealth of understanding and long-ignored insight to the conversation. When a local affiliate of 

the aforementioned organizations is not available, regional or state-level groups can be brought 

in to ensure a truly representative dialogue. The perspectives of these and many other groups, 

as well as the individuals that comprise them, cannot be neglected if a lasting consensus is to 

be reached.  

Many localities are already home to local-level historical societies and commissions 

with detailed knowledge of local lore and regional history. The potential contributions of these 

groups cannot be discounted if communities hope to foster an effective, truly representative 

discussion capable of addressing the specific considerations applicable in their local context. 

Additionally, the Virginia Foundation for the Humanities has built considerable goodwill in 

diverse communities across the Commonwealth. In many contexts, its participation in local-

level discussions may help foster constructive conversations in which all parties feel 

comfortable participating.  

Recommendation 3: Ensure the process is conducive to conversation.  

A worthwhile stakeholder process does more than bring the relevant groups into the 

same room; it sets the stage for a productive conversation. Considering a media strategy early 

in the process is a useful step for preventing unnecessary hostility among participants as the 

conversation develops. Forums, particularly those held in small community settings, are very 

effective at fostering a constructive dialogue. Icebreakers and other facilitated activities 

reinforce the shared humanity of participants and offer an important opportunity for seemingly 

opposed sides to get acquainted.  

People should feel empowered to participate, but need to know the group’s final 

decision is not entirely up to them. Discussions should include an agreed upon and explicitly 

defined process for making decisions. A strong moderator (as discussed in more detail below) 

is critical for maintaining order and keeping conversation constructive – professional 

facilitation can be exceedingly effective, but is not always possible. The conversation should 

be civil at all times.  

People don’t need to agree in order to be respectful – don’t let it get personal.  
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Starting small with neighborhood and civic association meetings is a potentially useful 

strategy. Dominant personalities should be divided between groups to ensure opportunities for 

a far-reaching and inclusive dialogue among different stakeholders – the loudest voice isn’t 

necessarily the most important. Participants with conflicting views should be required to work 

together with a focus on breaking down barriers. Don’t get distracted by tangential issues; 

there are numerous paths discussions of this nature can take. Always bring the conversation 

back to the issue at hand. When tensions flare, remind everyone that they are neighbors and 

return the focus to the shared objective.  

Sometimes the best public input comes later in the stakeholder process. The extremes 

on any issue are often quickest and loudest to comment, but thoughtful though less vocal 

citizens may share useful insights as the process continues. Don’t rush the conversation; it’s 

worth taking the time to find a solution that truly works for the community.  

Recommendation 4: Reach out to other communities, professional facilitators, and other 

resources.  

  There are multiple resources available to localities engaged in community discussions 

on this topic. These include resources from other localities that have undertaken similar 

community engagement processes as well as professional facilitators and foundations with 

experience in this space.   

  Many localities in Virginia have been grappling with issues surrounding their 

monuments for years. Some of these communities have created commissions, study groups, 

and other forms of engagement that produced recommendations on process and potential 

solutions. Localities should be encouraged to share information regarding the processes 

undertaken and lessons learned.  

  In addition, professional facilitation from neutral third parties is a viable tool for 

localities. It may be helpful to find a facilitator that is not from the particular community under 

discussion so that the person may be viewed as unbiased. It is also important to find facilitators 

with a background in issues of both history and race. Foundations and higher education 

institutions may provide such services.   

Qualifications and Options  

  The Qualifications and Options breakout group was tasked with developing 

recommendations regarding the appropriate categorization of contentious monuments and the 

options available to localities. The group’s deliberations revealed a series of potentially useful 

insights for localities wrestling with their history.  

Recommendation 5: Monuments should be preserved – at least somewhere.  
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  As it has been for the general public, the removal of monuments was a source of 

disagreement among work group members. While participants shared a personal preference 

that monuments be preserved and interpreted in place, some felt localities should ultimately 

have the freedom to develop solutions that work for their communities. All agreed that if 

discussions arise regarding the removal of a monument, its long-term care and appropriate 

curation as a museum artifact at a qualified facility must be considered. It was noted that, given 

the potential for considerable costs and limited funds at the local level, localities may focus on 

options other than removal. The group was unified around a belief that, good or bad, these 

monuments represent an important part of our history worth remembering.  

Recommendation 6: Signage can provide context and reveal previously untold stories.  

Significant people, perspectives, and events from the past are frequently 

misremembered or entirely omitted from the public consciousness and conversation. All 

breakout group members agreed that interpretive signage offers opportunities to educate the 

public while keeping historic resources intact and in place.  

Many people envision Virginia’s Confederate monuments as having sprung from the 

blood-soaked earth immediately following the Civil War. In actuality, the majority were 

erected between 1896 and 1914 in the “separate but equal” era that followed the United States 

Supreme Court’s decision in Plessy v. Fergusson. Information about the people and events 

memorialized, as well as the context of the monument’s construction, would go a long way 

towards changing communal perceptions.  

Though the group felt that aesthetic judgements regarding signage should be left at the 

local level, they recognized the need for a consolidated list of possible funding sources. 

Because of Virginia’s unique historical significance, there may be opportunities for localities 

to pursue outside funding from national foundations, federal grants, and other sources. 

Furthermore, as signage is developed, all work group members agreed that the Virginia 

Department of Historic Resources should be consulted regarding the content and aesthetics.  

Additionally, local-level decision makers need to be made aware of new technologies 

that, like the interactive app developed in Birmingham, Alabama, allow visitors to discover and 

meaningfully interact with the history around them. The group supported the development of a 

shared resource to guide localities in search of funding, strategies, and technological solutions, 

including information regarding potential legal considerations.  

Recommendation 7: Reflect the diversity of Virginia through monuments.  

  Virginia has a rich history that includes heroes of all colors and creeds. Ensuring that 

our monuments reflect this diversity is crucial as we work to bridge historical divides between 

people and communities. While the costs of erecting monuments are often astronomical, an 
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effort should be made to ensure that the people and ideas memorialized are broadly 

representative of our commonwealth, culture, and values. Given the many Confederate 

monuments and the disproportionate historical veneration of men, it will likely take decades if 

not generations to successfully diversify Virginia’s monuments. Localities should also consider 

other ways to memorialize underrepresented groups, including naming opportunities for roads 

and schools.  

Recommendation 8: Take advantage of existing resources and expertise.  

The commonwealth is home to a host of historians employed by governments, 

universities, and private institutions. The Virginia Department of Historic Resources has the 

legal authority to review historical signage on all public and, with the consent of the 

landowner, private property. There is already a panel of historians from outside the 

government responsible for reviewing highway markers; a similar process could be used for 

interpretative signage.   

According to work group membership, most historians would be honored to be asked to 

volunteer for this responsibility and would happily accept the commitment that entails. The 

Department of Historic Resources would welcome and embrace the administration of this 

process. In the view of the group, the Department of Historic Resources would ideally function 

as a repository for best practices and lessons learned while maintaining a historical record of 

ongoing discussions. These insights would ideally be delivered in the form of a Frequently 

Asked Questions document with information about the potential costs of removal and the steps 

necessary for proper curation should that route be pursued.  

In addition, since its creation in 1872, the National Park Service has served as our 

nation’s storyteller. By necessity, the agency has developed considerable expertise regarding 

the appropriate treatment of the more checkered elements of our country’s past. While the 

group ultimately did not support the use of National Register standards for the categorization 

of monuments and evaluation of historical significance, all agreed that there were many lessons 

to be learned from the ways in which the National Park Service has addressed these issues.  

Conclusion  

  The work group met in full for the last time on November 14, 2016 to review and 

revise the draft report prepared by Secretary of Natural Resources Molly Ward and her staff. 

While not all members agreed unanimously or completely on every point, everyone involved 

appreciated the civil and informative nature of the group’s dialogue and felt the process had 

rendered meaningful results. All expressed support for inclusive community discussions 

modelled after the conversation in which they had just participated.  
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  The assembled experts felt strongly that this report should be considered as a living, 

breathing document and a mere starting point for discussions at the local level. While it was 

not directly the charge from the governor, the recommendations provided herein could be 

applied to discussions regarding other types of war memorials or other forms of 

memorialization. A consensus opinion was reached that, ultimately, decisions regarding the 

appropriate treatment of monuments rest within the communities that house them.
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American Historical Association Statement on Confederate Monuments  

(August 2017) 

 
The tragic events in Charlottesville, Virginia, have re-ignited debate about the place of 
Confederate monuments in public spaces, as well as related conversations about the role of 
Confederate, neo-Nazi, and white supremacist imagery in American political culture. 
Historians have been a vocal presence in these discussions, and the American Historical 
Association is compiling an ongoing bibliography of the diverse perspectives of AHA 
members. 
The AHA has also released the following statement, approved by AHA Council August 28, 
2017, about the role of history and historians in these public conversations. Rather than 
seeking to provide definitive answers to the questions posed by individual monuments, the 
AHA emphasizes the imperative of understanding historical context in any consideration of 
removing or recontextualizing monuments, or renaming public spaces. 
Download statement (PDF) 
 
The following affiliated societies have endorsed this statement: 
American Association for State and Local History 
American Journalism Historians Association 
Berkshire Conference of Women Historians 
Chinese Historians in the United States 
Committee on LGBT History 
Coordinating Council for Women in History 
Forum on European Expansion and Global Interaction (FEEGI) 
French Colonial Historical Society 
Labor and Working Class History Association 
National Council on Public History 
New England Historical Association 
North American Conference on British Studies 
Organization for American Historians 
Social Welfare History Group 
Society for French Historical Studies 
Society for Historians of the Gilded Age and Progressive Era 
Society for Italian Historical Studies 
Society for the History of Children and Youth (SHCY) 
Society for the Study of Southern Literature 
Southern Historical Association 
Western Association of Women Historians 
Western History Association 
Western Society for French History 
World History Association 

https://www.historians.org/news-and-advocacy/everything-has-a-history/historians-on-the-confederate-monument-debate
https://www.historians.org/news-and-advocacy/everything-has-a-history/historians-on-the-confederate-monument-debate
https://www.historians.org/Documents/AHA%20Letters/AHA%20Statement%20on%20Confederate%20Monuments.pdf
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The American Historical Association welcomes the emerging national debate about 
Confederate monuments. Much of this public statuary was erected without such 
conversations, and without any public decision-making process. Across the country, 
communities face decisions about the disposition of monuments and memorials, and 
commemoration through naming of public spaces and buildings. These decisions require 
not only attention to historical facts, including the circumstances under which 
monuments were built and spaces named, but also an understanding of what history is 
and why it matters to public culture. 
President Donald Trump was correct in his tweet of August 16: “You can’t change history, 
but you can learn from it.” That is a good beginning, because to learn from history, one 
must first learn what actually happened in the past. Debates over removal of monuments 
should consider chronology and other evidence that provide context for why an 
individual or event has been commemorated. Knowledge of such facts enables debate 
that learns “from history.” 
Equally important is awareness of what we mean by “history.” History comprises both 
facts and interpretations of those facts. To remove a monument, or to change the name of 
a school or street, is not to erase history, but rather to alter or call attention to a previous 
interpretation of history. A monument is not history itself; a monument commemorates 
an aspect of history, representing a moment in the past when a public or private decision 
defined who would be honored in a community’s public spaces. 
 
Understanding the specific historical context of Confederate monuments in America is 
imperative to informed public debate. Historians who specialize in this period have done 
careful and nuanced research to understand and explain this context. Drawing on their 
expertise enables us to assess the original intentions of those who erected the 
monuments, and how the monuments have functioned as symbols over time. The bulk of 
the monument building took place not in the immediate aftermath of the Civil War but 
from the close of the 19th century into the second decade of the 20th. Commemorating 
not just the Confederacy but also the “Redemption” of the South after Reconstruction, this 
enterprise was part and parcel of the initiation of legally mandated segregation and 
widespread disenfranchisement across the South. Memorials to the Confederacy were 
intended, in part, to obscure the terrorism required to overthrow Reconstruction, and to 
intimidate African Americans politically and isolate them from the mainstream of public 
life. A reprise of commemoration during the mid-20th century coincided with the Civil 
Rights Movement and included a wave of renaming and the popularization of the 
Confederate flag as a political symbol. Events in Charlottesville and elsewhere indicate 
that these symbols of white supremacy are still being invoked for similar purposes. 
 
To remove such monuments is neither to “change” history nor “erase” it. What changes 
with such removals is what American communities decide is worthy of civic honor. 
Historians and others will continue to disagree about the meanings and implications of 
events and the appropriate commemoration of those events. The AHA encourages such 
discussions in publications, in other venues of scholarship and teaching, and more 
broadly in public culture; historical scholarship itself is a conversation rooted in evidence 
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and disciplinary standards. We urge communities faced with decisions about monuments 
to draw on the expertise of historians both for understanding the facts and chronology 
underlying such monuments and for deriving interpretive conclusions based on evidence. 
Indeed, any governmental unit, at any level, may request from the AHA a historian to 
provide consultation. We expect to be able to fill any such request. 
We also encourage communities to remember that all memorials remain artifacts of their 
time and place. They should be preserved, just like any other historical document, 
whether in a museum or some other appropriate venue. Prior to removal they should be 
photographed and measured in their original contexts. These documents should 
accompany the memorials as part of the historical record. Americans can also learn from 
other countries’ approaches to these difficult issues, such as Coronation Park in Delhi, 
India, and Memento Park in Budapest, Hungary. 
 
Decisions to remove memorials to Confederate generals and officials who have no other 
major historical accomplishment does not necessarily create a slippery slope towards 
removing the nation’s founders, former presidents, or other historical figures whose 
flaws have received substantial publicity in recent years. George Washington owned 
enslaved people, but the Washington Monument exists because of his contributions to 
the building of a nation. There is no logical equivalence between the builders and 
protectors of a nation—however imperfect—and the men who sought to sunder that 
nation in the name of slavery. There will be, and should be, debate about other people 
and events honored in our civic spaces. And precedents do matter. But so does historical 
specificity, and in this case the invocation of flawed analogies should not derail legitimate 
policy conversation. 
 
Nearly all monuments to the Confederacy and its leaders were erected without anything 
resembling a democratic process. Regardless of their representation in the actual 
population in any given constituency, African Americans had no voice and no opportunity 
to raise questions about the purposes or likely impact of the honor accorded to the 
builders of the Confederate States of America. The American Historical Association 
recommends that it’s time to reconsider these decisions. 
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http://www.monumentavenuecommission.org/
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https://www.nps.gov/libi/indian-memorial.htm
https://www.nps.gov/libi/indian-memorial.htm
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Monument 
Commission
Online Results

Total Respondents 1,718 100.0%

Keep / Add Context or New Monuments 459 26.7%

Remove the Monuments 310 18.0%

Relocate the Monuments 285 16.6%

Keep  / No Changes or Additions 384 22.4%

Did not indicate keep, remove or relocate 280 16.3%

Monument 
Commission 
Online Results

Monument Commission 
Website Survey Results

Keep / Add Context or New Monuments

Remove the monuments

Relocate the monuments

Keep  / No Changes or Additions

Did not indicate keep, remove or relocate

22.4%

Keep/ No 
Changes or 
Additions

Keep / Add 
Context or 

Monuments
Relocate Remove

26.7% 16.6% 18%
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Monument Avenue Commission Public Meeting Report 

 

Monument Avenue Commission Public Meeting Report 
 
 
 
The Monument Avenue Commission held two public meetings on the evening of May 10th  at the main branch of the Richmond 
Public Library, and the morning of May 19th, 2018 at Martin Luther King, Jr., Middle School. The purpose of these meetings was to 
report to the public their legal and historical research, how other cities have handled monuments to the Confederacy, and solicit one 
more round of public input before the commissioners crafted their final recommendations.  
 

 
Meeting Design 

 
In order to facilitate public input, the May 10th meeting used audience response technology, allowing participants to anonymously 
record their views on a variety of multiple-choice questions. The May 19th meeting was unable to use the same technology due to 
technology challenges at the school. The audience was asked a selection of the polling questions asking for a show of hands. These 
results were counted by hand, but should be considered slightly less secure due to the introduction of possible human error in the 
counting and recording, and the lack of anonymity that introduced possible social pressure to answer in certain “socially acceptable” 
ways.   
 
In addition to the audience polling, participants were invited to submit comments on three separate questions on index cards that 
were collected. These comments were then submitted directly to the commission.  
 
The meeting agenda, and the presented results below, followed this agenda: 
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MEETING AGENDA:  
Segment 1: Who is here? - polling 
  
Segment 2: History of the monuments: 

What the commission has learned so far about the history of the monuments 
  

Public responses to commission’s narrative: 
             Polling 
              Written cards 
  
Segment 3: Processes to Date 

The commission’s public process to date: 
              The processes used for input 
            The diversity of perspectives gathered 
  

Public response to the public input collected 
              Polling 
              Written cards 
  
Segment 4: Innovations in other places 

What the commissions has learned about innovative ideas from other cities 
  

Public responses  
              Written cards 
  
Segment 5: Additional public comment 

Open mic – 2 minutes each on anything relevant 
 
Closing comments by commission 
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Results Comparison 
 
At the beginning of the meeting, participants were polled on their opinion of what should happen with the monuments on 
Monument Avenue. The same question was posed at the end of the meeting, enabling a comparison between initial and final views 
of participants.  Additionally, keypad polling allows analysis of votes by demographic category, if participants chose to respond to 
those questions. The following tables include comparisons of the pre- and post-meeting polling on May 10th, as well as 
disaggregation of final poll results by self-reported jurisdiction, race, and age. These results are merely presented below without 
analysis for statistical relevance of any differences. Also, please note the total number of votes (“n=”) in the final row of each table.  
For the demographic questions in particular, the total of the two columns does not always add up to the total number of votes; 
participants who chose not to answer the earlier demographic questions are not counted.  
 
 

  Percent- Initial Poll Percent – Final Poll 

Keep the existing monuments just as 
they are, make no changes 23.81% 18.06% 

Keep existing monuments as they are, 
but add context and/or new ones 31.75% 44.44% 

Relocate the monuments to a different 
place 14.29% 12.50% 

Remove the monuments from 
Monument Avenue 22.22% 22.22% 

I am not sure what is best. 7.94% 2.78% 

Total Respondents N=63 N=72 
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FINAL POLL Percent- City Residents Percent – Non-City Residents 

Keep the existing monuments just as 
they are, make no changes 15.63% 25.00% 

Keep existing monuments as they are, 
but add context and/or new ones 40.63% 37.50% 

Relocate the monuments to a different 
place 18.75% 12.50% 

Remove the monuments from 
Monument Avenue 18.75% 25.00% 

I am not sure what is best. 6.25% 0.00% 
Total Respondents N=32 N=16 

 
 
 

FINAL POLL Percent- White Percent – People of Color 

Keep the existing monuments just as 
they are, make no changes 19.57% 0.00% 

Keep existing monuments as they are, 
but add context and/or new ones 43.48% 28.57% 

Relocate the monuments to a different 
place 15.22% 28.57% 

Remove the monuments from 
Monument Avenue 19.57% 28.57% 

I am not sure what is best. 2.17% 14.29% 
Total Respondents N=46 N=7 
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FINAL POLL Percent- 45 and under Percent – Over 45 

Keep the existing monuments just as 
they are, make no changes 5.26% 23.53% 

Keep existing monuments as they are, 
but add context and/or new ones 21.05% 52.94% 

Relocate the monuments to a different 
place 15.79% 17.65% 

Remove the monuments from 
Monument Avenue 52.63% 2.94% 

I am not sure what is best. 5.26% 2.94% 
Total Respondents N=19 N=34 
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Meeting Results 
 
Below are the polling results from the May 10th meeting. A total of 78 individuals voted as measured by the voting software,   though 
no single question registered 78 votes. Questions indicated as “Multiple Choice – Multiple Response” will add up to more than 78 
votes as participants could choose more than one. Percentages listed on those questions indicate the percentage of votes each 
answer received. For the questions asked by show of hand on the May 19th meeting, those results are included in an additional 
column or table.  
 
The first set of questions is about who came to the meeting, and includes demographic questions about race, age, geographic 
location, etc.  
 
The next set of questions is about participants’ views on the relevant issues, followed by responses to the commission’s report, and 
final polling on views and satisfaction with the meeting.  
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Demographics of Attendees 
  
AGE: How many times have you traveled around the sun?   
 

  Responses 

  May 10th Percent May 10th Count May 19th Percent May 19th Count 

29 or fewer 13.33% 8 25.71% 9 

30 to 45 20.00% 12 11.43% 4 

46 to 60 33.33% 20 37.14% 13 

61 or better 33.33% 20 25.71% 9 

Totals 100% 60 100% 35 

 
 
GENDER: Which of these best describes your gender?  
 

  Responses 

  May 10th Percent May 10th Count May 19th Percent May 19th Count 

Female 46.88% 30 31.43% 11 

Male 50.00% 32 68.57% 24 

Gender non-conforming 
/that binary thang don’t work 3.13% 2 0% 0 

Totals 100% 64 100% 35 
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RACE: Which of these best describes how you identify on race and ethnicity? 
 

  
  

Responses 

May 10th Percent Count 

African-American/black 6.06% 4 

Asian-American/Pacific Islander 3.03% 2 

Hispanic/Latino 0.00% 0 

White/Caucasian 75.76% 50 

Native American/American Indian 1.52% 1 

Other 4.55% 3 

Mixed race 9.09% 6 

Totals 100% 66 

 
 
RACE: Recognizing that all of this is a social construct, which of these comes closest to describing your “of color” status? 
 

  Responses 

  May 10th Percent May 10th Count May 19th Percent May 19th Count 

Person of color 17.91% 12 26.67% 8 

White person 82.09% 55 73.33% 22 

Totals 100% 67 100% 30 
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SEXUAL ORIENTATION: Which of these best describes your orientation? 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
POLITICAL IDEOLOGY: Which of these best describes your political ideology most of the time? 
  

 

Responses 

 

May 10th Percent May 10th Count May 19th Count 

LGBTQ+ 17.19% 11 1 

Non-LGBTQ+ 82.81% 53  

Totals 100% 64  

  Responses 

  May 10th Percent May 10th Count 

Hard left 17.39% 12 

Left 23.19% 16 

Left leaning 20.29% 14 

Right leaning 7.25% 5 

Right 13.04% 9 

Hard right 2.90% 2 

Left on some issues, right 
on some issues.  15.94% 11 

Totals 100% 69 

  May 19th Percent May 19th Count 

Left of Center 44.44% 16 

Right of Center 5.56% 2 

Left of Some Issues, 
Right on Some 50.00% 18 

Total 100% 36 
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LOCATION:  Which of these best describes where you live now? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  Responses 

  May 10th Percent Count 
Northside , in the city 13.85% 9 

Southside in the city in city 10.77% 7 
Eastside in the city 6.15% 4 

Westend, in the city 35.38% 23 
Northside in suburbs 1.54% 1 
Southside in suburbs 4.62% 3 

Eastside, in the suburbs 3.08% 2 
Westend, in the suburbs 7.69% 5 

Other 16.92% 11 
Totals 100% 65 

  May 19th Count May 19th Percent 
City resident 24 66.67% 

Non-city resident of 
the region 11 30.56 

Outside of the region 1 2.78% 
Total 36 100% 
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PREVIOUS ENGAGEMENT: How engaged have you been with the Monuments commission before tonight (Multiple Choice - 
Multiple Response) 
 
 

  Responses 

  May 10th Percent Count 

This is my first meeting 19.15% 27 

Been to meetings like this before 23.40% 33 

Answered a survey 14.89% 21 

Submitted written comments 21.28% 30 

Spoke to commission staff or officers 21.28% 30 

Totals 100% 141 

   

  May 19 Count May 19th Percent 

First meeting 20 50% 
Previous 

Engagement 20 50% 

Total 40 100% 
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Initial Participant Views 
 
 

Which two of these is closest to your motivation for being here. (Multiple Choice - Multiple Response) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  Responses 

  May 10th Percent Count 

My concern about Richmond’s 
national/international reputation 29.57% 34 

I want to make sure the true history is 
told 35.65% 41 

The chance to express my point of view 13.04% 15 

The chance to protect my ancestors’ 
heritage. 10.43% 12 

To hear other people’s point of view 8.70% 10 

I heard there might be some drama, 
and I like drama 2.61% 3 

Totals 100% 115 
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How much has your opinion changed in the last 18 months about what should happen with the monuments? 
 

  Responses 

  May 10th Percent May 10th Count May 19th Percent May 19th Count 

It has changed a lot 13.24% 9 17.95% 7 

It has changed some 13.24% 9 23.08% 9 

It has changed a little 25.00% 17 23.08% 9 

It has not changed at all.  48.53% 33 35.90% 14 

Totals 100% 68 100% 39 

 
If you had to choose between these options, which do you think is the best option for the city and region. 
 

  Responses  

  May 10th Percent May 10th Count May 19th Percent May 19th Count 
Keep the existing monuments just as they are, 

make no changes 23.81% 15 9.09% 4 

Keep existing monuments as they are, but add 
context and/or new ones 31.75% 20 36.36% 16 

Relocate the monuments to a different place 14.29% 9 20.45% 9 

Remove the monuments from Monument 
Avenue 22.22% 14 18.18% 8 

I am not sure what is best. 7.94% 5 2.27% 1 

Other/Combination N/A N/A 13.63% 6 

Totals 100% 63 100% 44 
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How much understanding do you have of the point of view of folks who want a different solution to the monuments issue than 
you? 

 

 
I can envision adjustments to my preferred solution that accommodate people who see the history very differently. 
 

 

  Responses 

  May 10th Percent May 10th Count 

I have a good understanding of their 
point of view 64.62% 42 

I have a partial understanding of their 
point of view 29.23% 19 

I have little understanding of their 
point of view, but am somewhat curious 

about it. 
1.54% 1 

I have little understanding of their 
point of view, and am not curious about 

it.  
4.62% 3 

Totals 100% 65 

  Responses 

  May 10th Percent May 10th Count May 19th Percent May 19th Count 

Yes, it is easy for me to see such 
adjustments to my preferred solution. 36.36% 24 51.51% 17 

I think there might be some, but I can’t 
think of them now.  30.30% 20 45.45% 15 

I don’t think there are any, but I feel bad 
about that.  3.03% 2 0% 0 

I don’t think there are any, and I don’t care 
about that.   30.30% 20 0% 0 

Totals 100% 66 100% 33 
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Responses to the Commission’s Work 
  
How does the current narrative about how the monuments came to be compare to your sense of this history.  
 

  Responses 

  May 10th Percent May 10th Count May 19th Percent May 19th Count 

They really got it right.  45.76% 27 60.00% 24 

They mostly got it right 25.42% 15 32.50% 13 

The partly got it right. 10.17% 6 2.50% 1 

They mostly got it wrong.  18.64% 11 5.00% 2 

Totals 100% 59 100% 40 

  
Did that narrative include any relevant facts that you previously did not know? 
  

   Responses 

  May 10th Percent May 10th Count May 19th Percent May 19th Count 

Yes, many 22.22% 16 23.68% 9 

Yes, some 25.00% 18 42.11% 16 

Yes, a few 25.00% 18 15.79% 6 

No 27.78% 20 18.42% 7 

Totals 100% 72 100% 38 
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Final Polling 
 
 

If you had to choose between these options, which do you think is the best option for the city and region. 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

  Responses 

  May 10th Percent May 10th Count May 19th Percent May 19th Count 

Keep the existing monuments just as they 
are, make no changes 18.06% 13 7.5% 3 

Keep existing monuments as they are, but 
add context and/or new ones 44.44% 32 35.00% 14 

Relocate the monuments to a different place 12.50% 9 12.50% 5 

Remove the monuments from Monument 
Avenue 22.22% 16 22.50% 9 

I am not sure what is best. 2.78% 2 0% 0 

Other/Combination   22.50% 9 

Totals 100% 72 100% 40 
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What is the level of learning you experienced tonight?  
 

  Responses 

  May 10th Percent May 10th Count 

 A lot. 10.87% 5 

A good amount 19.57% 9 

Some 43.48% 20 

A little  17.39% 8 

None/very little 8.70% 4 

Totals 100% 46 

 
 
How satisfied were you with tonight’s opportunities for input? 
  

  Responses 

  May 10th Percent May 10th Count 

 very satisfied 54.35% 25 

Satisfied 36.96% 17 

Mostly not satisfied 6.52% 3 

Not at all satisfied 2.17% 1 

Totals 100% 46 
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